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"An infont always learns. The less we interfere

observe how much infants learn allthe time."

with the natural process of learning, the more we can

-Magda Gerber

ln The RIE Manual, Gerber wrote that, "Dr. Pikler is wetl-known
in Europe for her original ideas on infant rearing. After receiving
her medicaldegree in Vienna, she developed what was to become
her l ife-long interest in the physiology in gross motor develop-
ment. Her research focused on the differences in gross motor
development of normaI children under two different conditions:
r) when motor development is influenced by adult intervention
(positioning, exercising, restricting) and z) when motor develop-
ment naturally occurs without adult intervention. Due to findings
of her research Dr. Pikter became an advocate of'non-interference'
- tetting the infant develop at his own rate. She suggested
that by allowing the child freedom of movement, parents woutd
develop respect for their baby's individualtempo and style in
other areas of development as well."

Pikler emphasizes, "The Institute withholds'teaching' in any
form. Under'teaching' we understand systematic practice of
certain motor skit ls by holding or keeping the child in a certain
position, whether by adutt or by equipment, or in any way help-
ing him to make movements that he is not yet able to execute
by himsetf in his daity l i fe. Spontaneous, self-init iated activit ies
by the infant have an essentiaI value for his physicat and mental
development in that the pleasure evolving from exploration and
mastery is self-reinforcing. Subsequentty, the infant becomes
intrinsically motivated to learn." At RIE in Los Angeles, Magda
Gerber stressed the importance of allowing the chitd to develop
without interference. She believed that intervention creates
a child less motivated to be inner directed, and can directlv or
indirectly affect the child's self esteem negatively.

In an account of 7zz children raised at the National Method-
ological Institute for Infant Care and Education, investigators
described the children's movements as we[[-coordinated, eco-
nomical, and cautious. "The children, without exception, attained
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the age-appropriate motor skitts. They Imaintain]a stable, high
activity level during the whole period of learning new motor
skil ls, and change their postures on average ofat least once per
minute." Gerber also found that a child restricted from moving
freely is deprived of the long hours of exercising in transitional
postures necessary before mastering the next developmental skit[.

Parents often want their child to "progress" as quickly as
possible with their neuromuscular and intellectual development.
Family practit ioners need to inform parents of the research that
supports allowing children to move within the transitional stages
between each posture. These transitional stages are ofgreat
importance to the chitd's neuromuscular development, as well as
their psychological development. Each chitd has her own individ-
ual developmental t imetable, and each step she takes along the
way is the body's way of integrating itself into the world. Bypass-
ing some of these steps may init iatly seem beneficial because it
accelerates a chitd's development. However, this practice might
need to be reconsidered.

Each child has her own individual developmental

timetable, ond each step she takes along

the way is the body's way of integrating itself

into the world.

White "tummy time" is considered important for chitd
development, what needs to be understood is whether quicker
development of specific behaviors is in the chitd's best interest.
RIE's philosophy is that each child has an individual developmen-
tal pattern. TransitionaI phases between each developmental
milestone are as important as the milestone itself (such as roll ing
over, sitt ing, standing, or walking) and developing a child's inner-
dependence reduces the need for external dependence that
can occur as the child grows up. Consider the following guide for
parentaI intervention for child development:

r. Give a chlld the greatest control over her body and
environnent. This involves placing the child in the prone or
face-up position, since in this position children have the greatest
access to their hands and legs as well as a full view of the world
around them. From this position they develop good hand eye
coordination and as well as the transitions needed to turn from
back to stomach to begin the process of crawling.

Refrain from placing children in positions they cannot maintain
on their own, including on their stomach before they can roll
from their back by themselves, or sitt ing or standing unti l they
can achieve these positions on their own.

This would also suggest that parents refrain from placing their
child in car seats for long intervals, in "iolly jumpers," or in seated
walkers. The process of development involves both muscular and
neurological development of proper transitions. Getting your child
to sit up or walk quickly is not necessarily in his best interest.
Chitdren develop at their own personal pace and parents shouldn't
impose preconceived notions or compare one child to another.
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z. Help nurture a child's inner-dependence and internal
strengths. Another important chitdhood skitt, in addition to
transitionaI developmentat skitts, is learning how to setf-soothe.
A child crying is an indication of many things. Sometimes it is a
child expressing himself or relieving tension; in some instances
it may even offer a therapeutic value. Parents need to discern
when their child's crying is more upsetting to them than it is to
the chi td.

Aside from the questionable nature of pacifier use, due to
its adverse affect on dental development, parents commonly
place a pacifier in the child's mouth to control crying. What
RIE has found over many decades is that a child wii l ptace
their hands in their mouth when they want something to suck.
By not using a pacifier, children learn good hand-to-mouth
development and can soothe themselves when needed. This
also pertains to placing a chitd in a swing or imposing the
parent's wish that the chitd would stop crying over the chitd's
need to learn how to soothe himself.

Resources for Infant Educarers (RlE) offers publications and
classes that new parents may find ofgreat interest. New parents
wilt f ind authorit ies everywhere telt ing them what to do for their
children, yet often the best advice is to use common sense-
allowing children to express their individual developmental
patterns, and giving them the greatest controI over their person-
aI environment while they learn coping skitts for se]f-soothing.
These concepts are not about parental neglect, but instead
involve being attentive to children in a manner that supports
their individual growth and coping skil ls.

Getting your child to sit up or walk quickly is not

necessarily in his best interest.
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lllustrations courtesy of Resources for lnfont Educarers,
67zo Melrose Avenue, #t, Los Angeles, CA 9oo38.
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